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1: Traction: Nothing sticks like The Grip Master leather grips. While those that are made
with man made materials wear out and lose their grip, ours wear in and maintains traction.
While most tour players using grips with man made materials, change them every few rounds.
Players like Geoff Ogilvy, only change their GRIP MASTER grips when they change
their clubs.
In any weather, rain or hot sun, our grip offers traction second to none.
Rory Sabbbatini says that when it starts raining, that he has a two shot advantage.
This confidence comes from knowing that under all conditions, he will not lose traction.
The secret behind this traction is our proprietary Trac+. It is a system that was
defined and refined on Tour.
Trac+ is not a coating on the surface, rather inpregnated through the entire skin.
It is a traction that is there for the life of the grip.
2: Performance: Precision, is an important criteria for us at The Grip Master. When designing a grip
the intent is to eliminate the negatives. These include, higher Centre of Mass, decreased torque,
lowered swingweight, all of which are a result of adding a grip to a golf club. The Grip Master
grips, have a lower degredation factor than all grips made with man made materials.
They have better M.O.I, resistance to torsional loading, rebound, frequency, lower C.O.M,
dampening, centeredness of contact. The Grip Master grips outperform all other grips period.
3: Material: We use only the highest grade genuine leather on all of our grips.
We use leather because it outperforms man made materials in every critical criteria.
Torsional loading, stabilty, weight-strength ratio, dampening, consistant traction, long wearing,
leather also breathes.
If there was a better material to make a high performance grip, we would use it.
We have mastered the art and science of selecting the right leather, turning it into a
hand made grip, that outperforms any other.

RORY SABBATINI

4:Touch: The finest genuine leathers have a feel, that cannot be duplicated with man made materials.
Touch promotes confidence, as it offers real feedback. With all of the materials available to man,
all Pros still use and demand cabretta or kangaroo genuine leather for their gloves.
Both skins have great shape retention, while offering the ultimate in feedback.
It is that feedback that is so important to the better player. Feedback that only genuine leather offers.

